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Explicit Adult Content. This is a nonsequential series. Every episode stands alone as a singular

story. Episodes are not published in a linear sequence. The world of Sensicry is caught in an

intermittent war with the demigod Malachi. While he slumbers, for 200 years at a time, there is

peace. When heâ€™s awake the Sencrysians send seven avatars to fight him in games overseen

by the war gods. If the avatars fail, Sensicry is enslaved by Malachi. If they defeat him, Malachi

becomes a slave to their world. The outcome persists until the demigod leaves for another 200

years of rest. This cycle has played out again and again throughout millennium. Malachi never used

to lose the war. Then the war gods handicapped him by giving him a sexual appetite and the

capacity to fall in love. He became fixated on Jace, the avatar from the most prominent country of

Sensicry. Every time Jace is reincarnated to fight for his land heâ€™s forced to accept his destiny:

he is the BelovÃ©d of their enemy.
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It was very good, but man oh man it just seemed like this was giving an amnesiac their memories



back. It just seems foul that someone is given up for appeasement. The sex is detailed, everything

is explained and it's easy to read and understand. You really feel like the main character is in love

and yearning for the love of a lost one. But's good but still want to give it a 4.5 because I feel like the

sex was rushed. Give it time. Let the person remember or accept the situation before you pounce.

The entire beloved series was very enjoyable. The storyline is refreshing and unique, like all of YA's

stuff. She's a pretty amazing author. I've got her autograph actually, if that tells you anything about

how much I like her. I recommend this and her Winter Demon series. WD especially because it has

tons of pretty pictures!

I liked BelovÃ©d. It was the first yaoi that I've read, and I found it nice. My only complaint is that it's

a bit short in relation to the price for the e-book, but that's just personal opinion.I think it fulfills all the

desires of someone looking for a quick, fun, sexy read.

This one is actually my favorite Beloved book out of the two I have read. I was originally fascinated

with the cover and still am. I love the artwork Yamila and her people develop. What got me instantly

hooked with this story was how Jace's resistance was short lived and I love how characters fall into

the hands of the one's they're meant to be with. But I still think for what I got the price was too high. I

know people are trying to make money, but . . . well, just lower the price a little or put the series in

bundles if there are going to be more. I gave this book a three star only because of the price. The

story was solid and fun to learn about. Did you know that the avatars don't age past 20?!
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